The following districts boundaries encompass all of Pima County:

- **00** PIMA ACCOMODATION DISTRICT
- **11** PIMA JTED

**SCHOOL DISTRICTS**

1. TUCSON UNIFIED
2. MARANA UNIFIED
3. FLOWING WELLS
4. AMPHITHEATER UNIFIED
5. SAN FERNANDO ELEMENTARY
6. SAHUARITA UNIFIED
7. VAIL UNIFIED
8. CATALINA FOOTHILLS UNIFIED
9. AJO UNIFIED
10. TANQUE VERDE UNIFIED
11. SUNNYSIDE UNIFIED
12. AMPHITHEATER UNIFIED
13. FLOWING WELLS
14. MARANA UNIFIED
15. TUCSON UNIFIED
16. BABOQUIVARI UNIFIED
17. CONTINENTAL ELEMENTARY
18. VAIL UNIFIED
19. BABAQUIVARI UNIFIED
20. SAHUARITA UNIFIED
21. SAN FERNANDO ELEMENTARY
22. EMPIRE
23. ALTAR VALLEY ELEMENTARY
24. SAN FERNANDO ELEMENTARY
25. EMPIRE
26. CONTINENTAL ELEMENTARY
27. BABOQUIVARI UNIFIED
28. TANQUE VERDE UNIFIED
29. SUNNYSIDE UNIFIED
30. CATALINA FOOTHILLS UNIFIED
31. TANQUE VERDE UNIFIED
32. AMPHITHEATER UNIFIED
33. BABOQUIVARI UNIFIED
34. CONTINENTAL ELEMENTARY
35. EMPIRE
36. TANQUE VERDE UNIFIED
37. SUNNYSIDE UNIFIED
38. CATALINA FOOTHILLS UNIFIED
39. ALTAR VALLEY ELEMENTARY
40. BABOQUIVARI UNIFIED
41. CONTINENTAL ELEMENTARY
42. EMPIRE
43. TANQUE VERDE UNIFIED
44. REDINGTON ELEMENTARY (transporting district)
45. ALTAR VALLEY ELEMENTARY
46. SUNNYSIDE UNIFIED
47. CATALINA FOOTHILLS UNIFIED
48. ALTAR VALLEY ELEMENTARY
49. TANQUE VERDE UNIFIED
50. AMPHITHEATER UNIFIED
51. BABOQUIVARI UNIFIED

Pima County, Arizona
PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICTS